Network learning strategies
Under the notation of learning in a network, we will consider a process of forcing a network to yield a particular response to a specific input. A particular response may or may not be specified to provide external correction. learning is necessary when the information about inputs/ outputs is unknown or incomplete a priori, so that no design of a network can be performed in advance. The majority of the networks requires training in a supervised or unsupervised learning mode. Some of the networks, however, can be designed without incremental training. They are designed by batch learning rather than stepwise training.
Batch learning takes place when the network weights are adjusted in a single training step. In this mode of learning, the complete set of input/output training data is needed to determine the weights, and feedback information produced by the network itself is not involved in developing the network. This learning technique is also called recording. Learning with feedback either from the teacher or from the environment rather than a teacher, however, is more typical for neural networks. Such learning is called incremental and is usually performed in steps. The concept of feedback plays a central role in learning. The concept is highly elusive and somewhat paradoxical. In a broad sense it can be understood as an introduction of a pattern of relationships into the cause-and-effect path. We will distinguish two different types of learning. 
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Where c is a positive number called the learning constant that determines the rate of learning. The weight vector adapted at time t becomes at the next instant, or learning step, ....... (18) (
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The superscript convention will be used in this text to index the discerete-time training steps as in equ. (18). For the k'th step we thus have from (18) (24) -( -) '( )
The component of the gradient vector are
Since the minimization of the error requires the weight changes to be in the negative gradient direction, we take 
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Where η is a positive constant. We then obtain from equations. 
